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Blast! Lincoln Center, Fort Collins, March 31, 2008. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

The hardest working person in show business MUST be the stage manager for the touring 

company Blast! What a technical feat it must be to manage the backstage action that produced 

what I saw on stage at the Lincoln Center last night. Horn players and drummers were criss-

crossing the stage, with a visual ensemble equipped with various cool props weaving in and out 

of them, all supported by a full percussion ensemble assembled on a stage-spanning upper 

platform. Things were flying through the air, lights flashing, everything moving, rattling and 

rolling constantly and persistently. How do you organize all of that on cue? 

 

That in itself is a message about Blast! as a production- that it is a stimulus junkie’s dream come 

true. Every second of the production offers movement, color, rhythm and music- and a fistful of 

great special effects. Start with the conductor who lead many of the pieces at the Lincoln Center 

from behind the orchestra section, waving a lighted baton. But then add the bit where a drummer 

is playing while being spun around inside a contraption, fluorescent drumstick routines, plenty of 

big, bright banners and flags, batons with tuned bells on their ends and even a stage full of 

didjeridoos. This company never seemed to be out of cool visual and sound tricks.  

 

Although there was some prerecorded music in Blast!, most of the production is performed live. 

There is no faking the true acoustic power and tone of a horn and in between the faster-paced and 

rousing percussion based pieces, Blast! also played some interesting and creative arrangements 

of more melodic music. Aaron Copland’s “Appalachian Spring” and Chuck Mangione’s “Land 

of Make Believe” were major highlights of the evening, showcasing the group’s ability to not 

only make the stage plenty busy, but also to play with sensitivity and dynamic control. To match 

the musical sensitivity, the lighting was often full and lusciously cued to each piece. 

 

Like bookends on the performance, the opening and closing pieces combined the best of both 

rhythm and melody with Ravel’s “Bolero” at the top and “Malaguena” at the end in dramatic 

style. 

 

Above and beyond the obvious skills it must take to be a part of this company, I seemed to notice 

last night an underlying thing that helps separate Blast! from being a kind of extra-exuberant 

dance troupe- and perhaps anyone having marching band experience might relate- and that is a 

certain confident swagger all of the performers seemed to have. “Marching” requires attention 

and precision, especially when also playing an instrument, but once you put it all together, a 

unique kind of pride can take hold that expresses itself through the way the performer lets 

themselves get carried away by the drill. I saw what seemed like a lot of personal pride amongst 

all the artifice and it had a positive impact. 

 

Like the last time Blast! was at the Lincoln Center- some years ago- there was a lot of troupe 

action out in the audience, members racing up the aisles at various points of the evening. But 



what was an exhilarating novelty act back then has now become a production that fully delivers 

on multiple levels. Blast! is first rate, 21
st
 century entertainment. 


